Jesus Solis Gonzales, Chief of Process Software at Aceralia Asturias, a company
dedicated to the production of steel, as the person responsible of the Adaptive
Predictive Expert (ADEX) control project for the new walking beam furnaces, which
started in May 2003 and was carried out at the company’s Aviles plant
Certifies that:
Given the great complexity of the furnaces in regard to process control, and the high
energy consumption relative to other steel production processes, it was decided to
undertake a project with the objective of stabilizing the temperature in the various
areas of the furnace in order to make these zones respond with precision to the
desired profiles. This was a pilot project aimed at evaluating the capabilities of
Adaptive Predictive Expert (ADEX) control technology and to explore its validity,
particularly with regard to iron and steel production where optimized control has the
potential to provide considerable benefits.
The control system installed in the furnaces at the plant level had redundant SIEMENS
S7400 PLCs with a PCS7 distributed control, each having a WinCC server that permitted
the capture and sending of data via OPC.
The ADEX COP software platform enabled the integration of ADEX controllers inside
the control logic of the PLC and the execution of these controllers was carried out in a
computer at supervisory level, capturing and sending the input/output controller
signals via the OPC server of the WinCC.
The OPC communication proved to be equally reliable, either when the ADEX COP
platform resided in the same computer as the server OPC or when they resided in
different computers connected by a local area network. It is important to stress that
the final implementation of the system was carried out via local network OPC
communication, which initially presented certain software problems that were
subsequently solved in a timely manner.
The control system, with 52 ADEX controllers integrated in two furnaces, was shown to
be perfectly robust and capable of stabilizing the operation of the furnaces in the large
number of different operating modes typical of such processes, while substantially
reducing the continuous oscillations in temperature that are produced in the different
areas of the furnaces under conventional control. These are due fundamentally to
variations in the speed of the pass, and the different temperature objectives of the
products as well as the various heating strategies to obtain the metallurgical
requirements.
Definitively, ADEX technology has been validated in its application to this type of
installation, key to the iron and steel production process, and that it can be used as a
basis for optimizing energy consumption, productivity and safety of the operation.
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